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TOTAL LINKING NUMBER MODULES

OZIRIDE MANZOLI NETO

ABSTRACT. Given a codimension two link L in a sphere Sk with complement

X = Sk — L, the total linking number covering of L is the covering X —> X

associated to the surjection iri(X) —> Z defined by sending the meridians to

1. The homology H*(X) define weaker invariants than the homology of the

universal abelian covering of L.

The groups i?,(X) are modules over Z [m-1] and this work gives an

algebraic characterization of these modules for fc > 4 except for the pseudo

null part of Hy(X).

Introduction and main results. The total linking number covering of a (dif-

ferentiable or piecewise-linear locally flat) m-component, n-link /: \Ji=yKf —►

gn+2 'j^n homeomorphic to S") is the covering A —» A of the complement

X = X(tf) = Sn+2 — L (L = image/) associated to the surjective homomor-

phism a: 7Ti(A) -* Z defined by sending meridians to 1.

We can see the homomorphism a as the composition

TTy(X) ̂  Hy(X) ^ Zm ^ Z,

where A is abelianization, fi is an isomorphism defined by choices of meridians and

orientations and E is sum of coordinates.

In case / is a knot the covering A coincide with the universal abelian covering

A -♦ X.
There is no general characterization at the moment for the modules Bj(A).

The aim of this work is the characterization of the collection {Hi(X)} as Z [Z]-

modules for n > 2.

The work is presented in four sections. The first contains mostly results on

finitely generated modules over Z [Z] (also denoted A or Z [i,£-1]), the second is

devoted to finding and selecting properties and relations for the family {B;(A)}

which are suitable for its characterization.

The third section contains the realization work and in the fourth section we find

some applications.

All A-modules considered are finitely generated. The conjugate M of a A-module

M is the same group M with the conjugate action X(t,t~l)   m = A(£_1,£) • m.

[M] denotes the stable class of a A-module where Mi equivalent to M2 (Mi ~

M2) means that there are free A-modules Ay and A2 such that Mi®^4i ~ M2®A2.

We denote by T(M) the A-torsion part of M, FT(M) = M/T(M) the torsion

free part of M and 0(A) the field of fractions of A.
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The pseudo null submodule of M which is defined by {m E M such that Ann(m)

is not contained in any principal ideal} is denoted by N(M) and N/N(M) the

pseudo null free part of M is denoted FN(M).

A A-module is said to be of type K if multiplication by (t — 1) is an isomorphism

of M or equivalently M ®\ Z = 0.

Type K modules are torsion modules, see [L.l, Corollary (1.3)].

The homotopy groups of X(f) particularly 7Ti(A(/)) are related to the modules

Hi(X) and the characterization of 7Ti(A) given by Kervaire [K] is used in the

following sections.

The characterization of the link group (iry(X(/)) in connection with the type of

covering we are studying suggests the concept of m-admissible pairs.

A pair (G,a), where G is a group and a is a surjection a: G —* Z is called

m-admissible if there is isomorphism fi: Hy(G) a Zm, weight (G) = m and a is

the composition E • fi • A where A is abelianization, E is sum of coordinates of Zm.

If G has also a presentation with deficiency m, the pair is said to be strongly

m-admissible.

Notice that Kervaire's results in [K.l] show that the pair (7Ti(A),a) where a

defines the covering A —► A is a m-admissible pair and that every m-admissible

pair (G, a) with H2(G) = 0 can be obtained in this way.

Using the "trace function" x: Q(A)/A —► Q defined by Trotter in [T] and a

pairing ( , ):FxF-< Q(A)/\ which is conjugate linear and e Hermitian we get

by composition a pairing ( , )x: F ®z Q x F <8>z Q —> Q which is Q-linear and

(— £)-symmetric.

We now state the main results of this work.

THEOREM (A). Let /: |J™ i Af — Sn+2 a link and a = (Eofio/1): 7r, (A(/))

—► Z where A is abelianization, fi is isomorphism defined by choices of meridians

and orientations, and E is sum of coordinates of Zm.

Denote by X(/) the covering associated to the kernel of a and Bi = Hi(X(/))

then (ny(X(/)),a) is an m-admissible pair and we have the following properties:

(a) rankA-Bi = (m — 1),

(b) T(B_y),B2,...,Bn are type K.

(c) N(Bq) ~ Extl(A(Bn_,),A) and FN(Bq) ~ ExtA(FA(Bn+1_,), A) for 2 <
q < n — 1,

(d) N(B~y) ~Vx.t2K(N(Bn-y),k) and FN(T(By)) ~ ExtA(FA(Bn), A),

(e) Bn-Ext1A(FN(B1),A),

(i) The stable class [FT(Bi)] determines and is determined by the isomorphism

class o/ExtA(A(B„),A),
(g) Bi ®A Z ~ Zm~l,

(h) The Blanchfield pairing ( , ): FN(T(Bq)) x FN(T(Bn+y-q)) -+ Q(A)/A
is defined for 1 < q < (n + 1). It is conjugate linear, nonsingular and in case

n = 2q — 1 it is ( — 1)Q+1 -Hermitian.

(i) The Levine pairing [ , ] : N(Bq) x N(Bn-q) —► Q/Z is defined for 1 < q <

(n — 1). It is Z-linear, conjugate selfadjoint, nonsingular and in case n = 2q it is

symmetric.

(j) i/n = 3, the index of ( , )x: (FN(T(B2))®ZQ) x(FN(T(B2))®zQ) - Q
is a multiple of 16.
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(k)  By  ~ Hy(TTy(X(/))),

(1) The Hopf homomorphism p: B2 —> H2(ny(X(/))) is surjective. (Here

7Ti(A(/)) is identified with the kernel of a = E ■ fi ■ A.)

These results extend those known for knots (m = 1) and there are similar results

for classical links (n = 1) which are not so complete.

THEOREM (B). Let n>2, (G,a) an m-admissible pair and (B2,B3,...,Bn)

a sequence of A-modules of type K; denote by G the kernel of a and By = Hy(G).

Let p: B2 —> H2(G) be a surjection and suppose the collection (By,B2,.. .,Bn)

satisfies the necessary conditions (c), (d), (e), (f), (g), (h), (i) and (j) of Theorem

A. Suppose further that we have the (not necessary) conditions.

(1) B2 has a pseudo null free summand F2 such that p(F2) = H2(G).

(2) If n = 2, G has a presentation of the form \xy,x2,... ,xk+m;ry,r2,... ,rk[

with (xk+y,..., xk+m) = G and the relations rj j = 1,2,..., fc, satisfy the condi-

tions, Tj(xy,X2, . . . ,Xk, 1, 1, . . . , 1) = Xj.

Then, there is a link/: (J™ i SJ* -+ Sn+2 with 7Ti(A(/)) = G and if we denote

by X(/) the covering associated to the kernel of a, we have for j = 1,2,...,n,

N(Bj) cz N(Hj(X(/))) and FN(Bj) = FN(Hj(X(/))), and for i such that 1 <

i < [rc/2] or i = n we have Bi ~ Hi(X(/)).

If we are looking for links of homotopy spheres instead of standard spheres the

condition (2) can be eliminated.

THEOREM (C). Let n> 2 and (By, B2,...,Bn) a sequence of A-modules sat-

isfying the necessary conditions (a) to (j) of Theorem A.

Suppose further that we have the (not necessary) condition N(By) = 0.

Then there is a link/: IJ™ i S," — S"+2 such that N(Bj) ~ N(Hj(X(/))) and

FN{Bj) ^ FN(Hj(X(/))) for j = 1,2,..., n and Bt ~ H{(X(/)) for 1 <i <
[n/2] and i = n.

These are the main results of this work which was presented in partial fulfill-

ment of the requirements for the Ph.D. degree to the Graduate School of Arts and

Sciences at Brandeis University. It was developed under the direction of Professor

Jerome Levine whom the author wishes to thank.

I would like to thank also the CNPq-Conselho Nacional de Pesquisas (Brasil),

the ICMSC, USP, Instituto de Ciencias Matematicas de Sao Carlos (Brasil) and

FAPESP-FundaQao de Amparo a Pesquisa do Estado de Sao Paulo for the financial

support.

1. Algebraic preliminaries. Most of this section is well known and is inserted

here for convenience. The basic references are [B.l and M.l].

Some notation was established in the introduction.

A is a Krull domain, the height one primes are principal and the maximal primes

are of the form (p, g(t)) where p is a prime integer and g(t) is a polynomial which

becomes irreducible when reduced to (Z/pZ) [t,t-1].

The set of associated primes of a A-module M is denoted Ass(M), the set of

primes of A and maximal primes are denoted respectively by Spec(A) and fi(A) and

the support of M is denoted by Supp(M).
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Every projective A-module is free, see [S.l].

We keep some of the notation of [L.l]; e*(M) = ExtA(M, A),t(M) = Z-torsion

part of M, f(M) = M/t(M) = the Z-torsion free part of M and M* = HomA(M, A).

It is easy to check that a A-module M is pseudo null (definition in the intro-

duction) if and only if Mp, the localization at p, is zero for all height one primes

P-

PROPOSITION (1.1).   A A-module M is pseudo null iff M is finite.

If M is finite, we have Ass(M) c fi(A), but minimal primes of Supp(M) are in

Ass(M) to Supp(M) = Ass(M). Then Mp = 0 for all height one primes, that is,

M is pseudo null.

If M is pseudo null, any submodule and any quotient of M is pseudo null.

We have 0 D M0 D My D ■ ■ ■ D Mn = M with Mi+1/Mi ~ A/pi and {pi} =
Ass(M;+i/Mi) C fi(A) since it is pseudo null.

So, each factor is finite because of the form of the maximal ideals of A and so M

is finite.

PROPOSITION (1.2).   IfT is a A torsion module then e1 (T) ~ HomA(T, Q(A)/A)
and for N pseudo null, ex(N) = 0.

Let->Rom(T,Q(A)) - Hom(T,Q(A)/A) — el(T) — ExtA(T,Q(A)) -» ■ ■ ■
be the long exact sequence of Ext derived from 0 —► A —> Q(A) —* Q(A)/A —> 0.

Since <5(A) is injective and T is torsion, we have Hom(T, Q(A)) and ExtA(T, <5(A))

both zero and so ex(T) ~ HomA(T,Q(A)/A).

For the second part of the proposition, we prove that HomA(A, Q(A)/A) = 0.

Let $: A —► Q(A)/A and write $(x) = [X(t)/p(t)] where the brackets mean

residue class modulo A.

A is pseudo null so let Ann(z) = qy fl q2 fl • • • fl q„ be a primary decomposition

of Ann(x); here each <7t is nvprimary where m, = (pi,gi(t)) E fi(A).

For each i, there is an integer ni E Z+, minimal, such that p™' C qi and so, for

m = 7rp™' we have mx = 0. Then we can put $(x) = [<fr(t)/m], 3>(t) E A and we

can suppose <f>(t) E Z[t].

Ann(a:) is of height two so for any prime p of Z, there is a polynomial gp(t) rfi (p) E

Spec(A) such that gp(t)x = 0; we obtain polynomials hi(t) £ (pi) for i = 1,2,...,n

such that hi(t)x = 0.

We have then 0 = $(h{(t)x) = [h{(t)(j)(t)/m], that is, hi(t)d>(t) E (m) C (p"')

and so <j>(t) E (p""), i = 1,2,...,n. Therefore, [<b(t)/m] = 0 E Q(A)/A, that is,

$ = 0.
If N(M) = 0 we say that the A-module M is pseudo null free and it is equivalent

to say that every prime in Ass(M) has height zero or one.

PROPOSITION (1.3). If M is pseudo null free, then ExtA(M,P) = 0 for all
modules P and all i > 2.

We have Ass(M) n fi(A) = 0, so for a maximal ideal m of A, depthAm (Mm) > 1

and then 1 < depthAm(Mm) = dim Am - proj.dim(Mm) by a result of Auslander

and Buchsbaum; see [M.l, p. 114].

From this we get that 1 < 2 - proj.dim(Mm) or proj.dim(Mm) < 1 and so

proj.dim M = supm€n(A){proj.dim(MTO)} < 1 which means that ExtA(M,P) = 0

for all P and i > 2.
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PROPOSITION (1.4).   Let M be a A-module.  Then

(a) HomA(FA(M),Q(A)/A) ~ HomA(M,Q(A)/A),
(b) e1(FA(M))~e1(M),

(c) e2(A(M)) ~ e2(M) ~ ExtA(M,Q(A)/A) =a ExtA(A(M),Q(A)/A).

(d) For i > 2, ExtA(M,Q(A)/A) = 0 = el+1(M),

(e) e\T(M)) ~ HomA(T(M),Q(A)/A) * HomA(FA(T(M)),Q(A)/A),
(f) HomA(M,Q(A)) ~ HomA(FT(M),Q(A)) ~ HomA(FT(M)**,Q(A)),
(g) Cokernel(< - 1): M -> M ~ M ®A Z (in particular Z <g>A Z ~ Z).

(h) i/M ta o/ type A tfien TorA(M, Z) = 0 = ExtA(M, Z) for any i > 1,
(i)el(Z)^Z,

(j) IfT is torsion then ExtA(T, Q(A)) = 0 for every i.

The proof can be obtained from the exact sequences 0 —> A —> Q(A) —> Q(A)/A

-* 0, 0 -* A(M) -» M -► FA(M) -» 0, 0 -» T(M) -+ M -► FT(M) ^ 0 or

O^A   —>   A —* Z —► 0 and the sequences derived from them by Tor and Ext.

For the last part one can use the fact that the canonical homomorphism M —>

M** is a pseudo isomorphism, see [B.l].

PROPOSITION (1.5). If T is a A-torsion module and x ET - N(T), there is

an homomorphism <f>: T —► Q(A)/A such that 4>(x) 7^ 0.

It is sufficient to prove this for N(T) = 0.

If T = A/pn where p is a prime of height one, take tp: A —> Q(A) such that

<p(l) = q(t)/pn where (q(t),p) = (1); the induced map 0: A/pr —► Q(A)/A is a

monomorphism.

If T ~ ®i=1 A/p"', just project into some factor and use the above argument.

For the general situation, we use the fact that there is a pseudo-isomorphism

T -^» ©i=1 A/p™' which is a monomorphism because N(T) = 0.

If we write W = © A/p*><, we have 0-^ T -^ W ^ W/T -* 0 with W/T pseudo

null.   The induced map Uom\(W,Q(A)/A) —* HomA(T, Q(A)/A) is a monomor-

phism because HomA(iy/T,Q(A)/A) = 0.

Taking now x E T, x ^ 0, i(x) / 0 E W so, from the above, there exists

(j>:W -> Q(A)/A such that 0(t'(a;)) ̂  0, i.e., then U(<p)(x) = (i(x)) ^ 0 and u(<f>)
satisfies the condition.

PROPOSITION (1.6). For any A-modules M and P,e2(M) andExt\(N(M),P)

are pseudo null.

Since e2(M) ~ e2(A(M)) we can suppose M pseudo null.

We have then [e2(M)]   = ExtA(Mp, (Q(A)/A)P) by localizing at the prime p.

If p is of height one, then Mp = 0 and so [e2(M)]   = 0, that is, e2(M) is pseudo

null.

The same proof works for ExtA(A(M), P).

PROPOSITION (1.7). lf M is a torsion free A-module, then e1(M) is pseudo

null.

M can be embedded in a free module F since A is a domain.

The long exact sequence of Ext derived from 0 —> M —► F —> F/M —► 0 gives us

el(M) ~ e2(F/M) which is pseudo null by the last proposition.
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PROPOSITION (1.8). If T is a A-torsion module, then el(T) is pseudo null

free.

Since ex(T) ~ e1(FN(T)), it is sufficient to prove this for T pseudo null free.

We have then Ass(T) n fi(A) = 0 and, for each prime p,

[e1(T)]p = UomAp(Tp,(Q(A)/Ap).

If p is such that Tp = 0 we get [e1 (T)]   = 0.

If p is such that Tp ^ 0, then p G Supp(T) = Ass(T). Since T is torsion and

pseudo null free, the height of p is one and so Supp(eJ(T)) only has height one

primes which means that el(T) is pseudo null free.

PROPOSITION (1.9). Let M be a A-module. Then there is an exact sequence

0 —► M* —► F —> F/M* —> 0 where F is free and F/M* is pseudo null free.

M* is a reflexive module and is a A-lattice in the Q(A)-vector space V =

HomA(M,Q(A)); see [B.l].

We obtain then a free A-module F EV and M* C F. Moreover (Theorem 2, p.

50 [B.l]), Ass(V/M*) has only primes of height one and so Ass(F/M*) has only

primes of height one, that is, F/M* is pseudo null free.

COROLLARY (1.10).   For any A-module M, M* is free.

Taking 0 —» M* —► F —► F/M* —» 0 as in the proposition we have e1(M*) ~

e2(F/M*) = 0 (long exact sequence of Ext).

Taking now a free resolution of M*, 0 —► Fy —> F0 —► M* —* 0, we get

0 -♦ M** - F0* £ F* - e^M*) = 0

and so d* is a split epimorphism which gives us that d is a split monomorphism,

that is, M* is free.

PROPOSITION (1.11). If M is a A-module and x E M - N(M), there is a

homomorphism 4>: M —♦ Q(A)/A with <p(x) ̂  0.

We can suppose N(M) = 0 and x / 0.

If M is a torsion module this is Proposition (1.5).

If M is torsion free, we have the canonical homomorphism M —♦ M** which is a

pseudo-isomorphism, but M is pseudo null free so M —> M** is a monomorphism.

The proposition is obvious for M** because it is free by Corollary (1.10) so it is

true for torsion free M.

If M is not torsion or torsion free we can find a pseudo-isomorphism /: M —»

T(M) © FT(M) (see Theorem 4, p. 57 of [B.l]), which is again a monomorphism

since M is pseudo null free.

The rest of the proof is now obvious.

COROLLARY (1.12). A A-module M is pseudo null (finite) if and only if

HomA(M,<2(A)/A)=0.

By the Proposition (1.2) the condition is sufficient and the necessary condition

is the proposition above.
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PROPOSITION (1.13). If N is a pseudo null module and 0—* M —► F —► A -»

0 is exact with F free, then F ~ M*.

We have A* = 0 = e1 (A) and so the exact sequence of Ext derived from 0 —►

M — F -»■ A -7 0 gives us F* ~ M*.

Since F*~Fwe have F ~ M*.

PROPOSITION (1.14).   If M is a torsion free A-module, e1(M) is pseudo null.

Since A is a domain we have an exact sequence 0 —► M —► F —* F/M —► 0 with

F free.

The long exact sequence of Ext gives us e1 (M) ~ e2 (F/M) which is pseudo null

by Proposition (1.6).

PROPOSITION (1.15). For any A-module M, there is an exact sequence 0 —►

e1(FT(M)) — e1(M) -» e^TfAf)) -» 0 and so ex(M) is A-torsum.

The exact sequence of Ext derived from 0 -» T(M) —► M —► FT(M) —► 0 gives

us the sequence above because e2(FT(M)) = 0 = (T(M))*.

The last part follows because e1(FT(M)) is pseudo null and so torsion.

PROPOSITION (1.16). For any A-module M, e2(M) ~ Homz(A(M), Q/Z) in

a natural way, that is, Hom^(A(M), Q/Z) with the A-structure coming from N(M)

is A-isomorphic to e2(M) and the isomorphism is functorial.

We have e2(M) ~ e2(A(M)) and so it is sufficient to consider the case M pseudo

null.

Notice that M pseudo null implies e1(M) = 0 and M finite, and these two

conditions are the only ones used in the proof of Proposition (4.2) in [L.l] so the

proof follows.

PROPOSITION  (1.17).   For a A-module M, e2(e2(M)) ~ A(M).

We have e2(e2(M)) ~ e2(e2(A(M))) and e1(N(M)) = 0 = A(M)*.

From a free resolution of N(M),

0->F2^Fy±F0^ N(M) -♦ 0

we get a free resolution of e2(A(M)),

0 - F* H Fy* -7 F2* -7 e2(A(M)) - 0.

It follows that:   e2(e2(M))  ~ e2(e2(A(M)))  ~ cokerneld"  ~ cokerneld ^

N(M).

PROPOSITION (1.18). For a A-module M, the following statements are equivalent:

(a) A(M) = 0,
(b) e2(M) = 0,

(c) homological dimension of M < 1.

(a)-o-(b) is clear because e2(M) = e2(A(M)) and e2(e2(A(M))) = N(M).

(c)=>(b) is obvious.

To prove (b)=^(c), take a free resolution of M

0 -► F2 A Fy -i F0 -7 M -7 0.
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Its dual is

F* £ Fi £ F2* ̂  e2(M) = 0

and so e* is a split epimorphism. Then e is a split monomorphism, that is, homo-

logical dimension of M < 1.

PROPOSITION  (1.19).   For a A-module M, e1(e1(M)) ~ FN(M).

We have by Proposition (1.4) that e1(M) cu e1(FN(M)).

Taking now a free resolution of FN(M) (which is of homological dimension < 1

by Proposition 1.18) 0 —> Fy —> F0 —» FN(M) —> 0 and dualizing, we have

0 -+ FN(M)* -* F* h F* -+ e1(FN(M)) -f 0

which is a free resolution of e1(FN(M)) and so

e1 (e1 (M)) ~ e1 (e1 (FA(M))) ~ cokernel of d** ~ cokernel d ~ FN(M).

It is interesting to note that for a A-module M we have a diagram of implications.

e2(M)=0 ■>   N(M) = 0

x t(M)=o y

homological    dimensional       M < 1

and the one-way arrows can be reversed if M is type K.

PROPOSITION (1.20).   For a A-module M, e1(e2(M)) = 0 and for a A-torsion

module T, e2(e1(T)) =0.

e1(e2(M)) = el(FN(e2(M))) = e^O) = 0,

e2(e1(T)) = e2(N(e1(T))) = e2(0) = 0.

PROPOSITION (1.21).   If F is free, T is A-torsion and 0—> M -+ F ^ T —> 0
is exact, then we can identify M** with cf>~l(N(T)).

We have el(el(T)) = FN(T) by Proposition (1.19), so 0 -► A(T) -^ T -»

el(el(T)) ->0 exact.
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Since T* = 0 we have a free resolution 0 — F* -» M* -> el(T) -» 0 of ex(T)

and then we get the commutative diagram below with exact rows and columns.

0

I
0 0 N(T)

1 I I
O^M^F^           T ^    0

1 W[     _ {

0-7       M**       -»    F**    -^    eVOO))    —    0

I I I
M**/M 0 0

I
0

From the snake lemma we have M**/M ~ A(T) and 0_1(A(T)) ~ ur^M**)

which is the identification.

OBSERVATIONS, (a) If T is pseudo null free, we have w~1(M**) = </>_1(0) =

image(M —► F) and M**/M = 0, that is M** = M and so M is free.

(b) If T = A(T), we have w~l(M**) = 4>~l(T) = F and so the pseudo null

module T is isomorphic to M**/M.

We denote by [M], the stable class of M (see introduction) and by {M}, the

isomorphism class of M.

PROPOSITION (1.22). There is a one-to-one correspondence between isomor-

phism classes of pseudo null A-modules and stable classes of torsion free A-modules

given by {A} correspond to [M] ({A} <-» [M]) if and only if there exists a exact

sequence 0 —»M—> F —>A—>0 with F free.

Note that by observation (b) we can always suppose F = M**. Let [Mi] = [M2],

0 -> Mi -7 Mj** -7 Ai -7 0 and 0->M2-> M2* -> N2 -7 0 exact sequences.

We have an isomorphism <j>: My © Fi —► M2 © F2 where Fi and F2 are free and

the diagram

0    —    Mi © Fj    -►    Mi** © F**    -*    Ny^O

*l i i
0    —    M2®F2    -»    M2** © F2**    -7    A2 -»0

can be completed using maps induced by (p which are dual isomorphisms so {Ai} =

TO-
Let now {Ai} = {A2}, that is, there is an isomorphism tp: Ny —► A2.

Considering

0 - Mx ̂ i Mi** ̂  Ai — 0

and

0 ^ M2 ^ M2** ̂  A2 - 0
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we can get diagrams:

0 0

t r
L2 M2** 0

r r r
0    -     K     -    M*l*®M2**    0o%+7r2    A2    -»    0

T T T
0   -►    Mi    — Mi** ^        Aj    -7   0

T T
o o

0 0

T T
Ly Mr 0
T T T

0    -     K     -    M*®M^    0o7rA+"2      A2      -    0

T T tw
0    -»    M2    -»        M2** — A2      —    0

T T T
0 0 0

By the snake lemma we get L2 c± M2* and Ly ~ M", so the first column of

each diagram splits and we get [Mi] = [M2], that is, Mi © L2 ~ K ~ M2 © Li.

DEFINITION. A A-module M is said to be of almost type K if M <g>A Z is finite

or equivalently if rank^(M <g>A Z) = 0.

EXAMPLES. Type K modules and pseudo null modules are almost type K,

Z2 = A/(2(t — 1)) is almost type K but not type K.

PROPOSITION (1.23). IfM is a A-torsion-free module, thenrankz(M®\Z) =
rankA(M).

If A is pseudo null, the long sequence of TorA derived from 0 —► A —7 A —*

Z —> 0 gives us,

0 = TorA(A, A) -► TorA(A, Z) -» A {t^] A -» A ®A Z -> 0

so TorA(A, Z) = kernel [(t - 1)A -» A] which is finite.

Consider now 0 —► M —7 M** —► A —► 0, A pseudo null.

We have M** = Ar where r = rankA M.

We obtain

0 -. TorA(A, Z) -► M ®A Z -t Zr -» A ®A Z -» 0

where both A ®A Z and TorA(A, Z) are finite so rank^(M ®A Z) = r = rankA(M).

Notice that

0 -7 TorA(A, Z) -^ M ®A Z — image </> -7 0

is exact and image <f> cz Zr, so

M ®A Z ~z Zr © TorA(A, Z),

that is, the Z-torsion part of M ®a Z is TorA(A, Z) when M is A-torsion free.
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If M is not A-torsion free we have

rankA(M) = rankA(FT(M)) = rankz(FT(A) ®A Z).

PROPOSITION (1.24). For free or torsion free A-module of rank one, the stable

class determines the isomorphism class and conversely.

For free modules the proof is obvious, for ideals see [V.l].

I do not know if the proposition is true for modules of rank > 2.

PROPOSITION (1.25). Let 0 -> Mi -^ M2 ->• Zr -» 0 be exact with M2®AZ ~

Zr.  Then the submodule <f>(My) = (t - 1)M2.

Notice that rankA Mi = rankAM2 and (t - l)(M2/<f>(My)) = (t - l)Zr = 0 so

(t-l)M2E<t>(My).

We also have the exact sequence

0 -»<t>(My)/(t - 1)M2 -t M2/(t - 1)M2 -► M2/<p(My) — 0,

which is

0 -7 <f>(My)/(t - 1)M2 -» Zr -» Zr -► 0

and so 0(Mj) = (* - 1)M2.

PROPOSITION (1.26). IfT is a A-torsion and pseudo null free module and

there exists a Hermitian pairing (, ): TxT —► Q(A)/A with null space K and conull

space C, then K ~ el(C). If we let Tl = T/K, the induced pairing ( , )1: T1 x

T —7 Q(A)/A is nondegenerate with conull space isomorphic to e2(C) and the

homological dimension ofT1 < 1 (clearly homological dim T < 1 by 1.18).

For the proof see [L.2].

2. Characterization. This section is devoted to finding properties and rela-

tions for the family of A-modules {Hi(X(/))} and selecting those which are suitable

for its characterization.

We are mainly concerned with links of dimension bigger than one, but some

results on the classical case are presented.

X(/) (or just A) will denote the complement of a open tubular neighborhood of

a link /: |Ji=i K? ~* Sn+2 and so it is a (n + 2)-dimensional, oriented, compact

connected manifold and its boundary is the disjoint union of m-copies of manifolds

homeomorphic to Sn x S1.

Using duality we find that H0(X) = Z, Hy(X) ~ Zm, Hn+1(X) ~ Zm~x and

Hi(X) = 0 for i ^ 0,l,(n + 1) and so it depends only on the multiplicity (m) and

the dimension (n) of the link.

The group of the link, 7Ti(A), has some properties which, in many cases, are

sufficient for its characterization, see [K].

The covering we are studying, A, is defined by a surjection a: ny(X) —* Z and

we denote the kernel of a, which is 7Ti(A), by tt.

The A-structure of iii (A) can be defined in a purely algebraic way as follows.

The commutator [it,7r] is normal in ir and so we have a exact sequence 1 —»

#/ [#, #] —7 7r/ [7T, #] —7 7T/7T —> 0.

The last group is Z and we choose for it a generator a.
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Conjugation in ir/ [ir, ir] by a pull back of a in n/ [ir, n] is independent of the

choice of the pull back.

This Z-action on ir/[fr, f] = Hy(ir) ~ iii (A) defines a A-module structure on

i7i(A). The right choice of a makes this A-structure identical of that defined on

iii (A) by covering transformations.

For more details see [L.l and N].

There is no loss if we study coverings of the space A instead of the complement

of the link itself since there are retractions from this one to A which can be lifted

to the coverings.

The total linking number covering can be described geometrically with the help

of a (not necessarily connected) Seifert manifold for the link. The Seifert manifold

always exists, see [L.3].

The construction of A is the same as the construction of the universal abelian

covering of knot complements, namely, by gluing conveniently spaces X%, i E Z,

where each Xt is a copy of X(/) opened along the Seifert manifold.

Notice that dX is a disjoint union of manifolds homeomorphic to Sn x R and

that the Seifert manifold mentioned in X(/) is what remains of a Seifert manifold

of the link in Sn+2 once we remove a convenient tubular neighborhood of the link.

The Cartan-Leray spectral sequence of the coverings X —* X degenerates and

we obtain exact sequences

(1) ■ • -0 - Hn.i(X) -+■■■-> Hi( X) {t^1] Hi(X)

->Hi(X)^->H0(X)^0,

(2) .--O-t- iY„+2(A,dA)-► Hi(X,dX) {t^1] Ht(X,dX)

^Hi(X,dX) -»-> Hy(X,dX)^0

From now on, in this section, we use the notation Bi = Hi(X) and Ct =

Hi(X,dX), n is the dimension and m the multiplicity of/: |J™ i K" ~> Sn+2.

PROPOSITION  (2.1).   Bq andCq are finitely generated A-modules.

The proof is the same as Proposition (1.1) in [L.l].

PROPOSITION (2.2). For links of dimension n > 2, the A-modules Bi, i =

2,3,..., n, are of type K.

For i = 2,3,..., (n — 1) the conclusion comes from the exact sequence (1) and

the fact that Hj(X) = 0 for j = 2,3,..., (n - 1).

For i = n we observe that iY0(Z; Hn(X)) = 0 and from the Cartan-Leray spectral

sequence we get (t — l):Bn—> Bn surjective. But A is noetherian so (t — 1): Bn —►

Bn is an isomorphism, that is, Bn is of type K.

PROPOSITION (2.3).   For links of dimension n>2, we have exact sequences

O^By^Cy -7 Zm~l -70,

0 —> Bn+y  —» Cn+y  —7 Z —► 0

and for i = 2,3,... ,n we have Bi ~ C%.

Following the steps of Lemma (2.5) of [L.l], we get 3: Hn+1(X,dX) -7 Hn(dX)

surjective so we obtain the exact sequences and the isomorphisms directly from the
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long exact sequence of the pair (A, dX) using the knowledge that dX is homeo-

morphic to S" x R.

COROLLARY (2.4).   The modules d, i = 2,3,..., n, are of type K.

COROLLARY (2.5). The modules Bi and Ci, i = 2,3,... ,n, are A-torsion (see

Corollary (13) of [L.l] for the proof).

Proposition (2.6). By <g> Z ~ Zm_1 ~ Cy ® Z and for n > 2 Bn+i ®Z ~
Zm ~ Cn+y ® Z.

We have by Proposition (1.4)(h) that M ® Z ~ cokernel of {(£ - 1): M -> M}

and so the results come from the sequences (1) and (2) using the fact that Bn and

Cn are of type K if n > 2.

PROPOSITION (2.7). LetH*(X) and H*(X,dX) denote the equivariant coho-

mology groups of X and (A, dX), respectively. Then there are duality isomorphisms

Hn+2_i(X) ~ Hl(X,dX) and Ht(X, dX) ~ iYen+2-i(A) /or i = 0,1,... ,(n + 2).

For the proof and more details on the A-structure of these groups, see §5 of [L.l].

PROPOSITION (2.8).   For links of dimension n>2:

(a) CV7- Si* ® Z,
(a') i?„+i ~ C*; £/ie following sequences are exact:

(b) 0 - e2(S,_2) - C_„+2_t -» el(Bi_y) -^0,2<i<n,

(b') 0 -► e2(C3_2) -► B„+2-, -» eHCi-i) -+ 0, 2 < t < n,

(c) 0 - FT(CTi) - S;+i - e2(Bn) - 0,

(c') 0 - FT(By) - (7*+_i - e2(C„) - 0,

(d) 0 - e2(S„_i) - T(Ci) - e1^) - 0,

(d') 0 - e2(C„_i) - T(i3i) - e1^) - 0.

Consider the universal coefficient spectral sequence for C*(X) which converges

to the equivariant cohomology of A.

A has homological dimension 2 so el(Bp) = 0 for i > 3.

X is a (n + 2)-dimension manifold with boundary so eq(B3) = 0 for j > (n + 2).

Since Bo ^ Z is A-torsion and pseudo null free, e°(B0) = 0 = e2(B0)-

By Proposition (2.7) we get H{e(X) = 0 for i > (n + 2) and so e2(5n+i) = 0 =

el(Bn+l).

Bt is A-torsion for i = 2,3,..., n and so, for 2 < i < n, e°(Bi) = B* = 0.

The F3 term of the spectral sequence is F°° which gives exact sequences:

0^el(Bo)^Hle(X)^B*y^0,

0 -► e2(Bi_2) -> Hle(X) -» e^Ci-i) -► 0, 2 < t < n,

0 - T(H?+l(X)) - i7e"+1(A) - ££+1 - e2(Bn) - 0,

0 -» e2(i3n+i) - T^+^A)) - e1^) - 0.

(a), (b), (c), and (d) follow now by Propositions (2.7), (1.15), (1.10) and (1.4)(j);

the other cases follow similarly from the Universal Coefficient Spectral Sequence

fora(X,dX).

Notice that in this spectral sequence we have Hze(X,dX) = 0 for i > (n + 3)

only, but on the other hand the differential d: C*+1 —> e2(Cn) must be surjective

otherwise.
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0 ^ cokernel d C Hn+2(X,dX) ~ Z which is impossible because Z is pseudo

null free and cokernel of d is pseudo null.

PROPOSITION (2.9).   For classical links (n = 1), we have

(a)C2~Z®B*y,

(a1) B2_^C*y,

(b)T(C_y)c±eHBy),
(b')T(By)^el(Cy),

(c)e1(B2) = 0 = e2(B2),

(c') e^Ca) =s Z ~ B0 and e2(C2) = 0,

(d) 0 -» e1^) -» Cy -> B* -» e2(Bi) -♦ 0 is exact,

(d') 0^e1(C1)^By^ C*2 -^e2(Cy)->0 is exact.

The proof is similar to that of Proposition (2.8).

We observe now that from the last two propositions we can derive many results.

For example, if n > 2,

N(Cy)~e2(Bn+y)    and    A(Bi) ~ e2(C7„_i).

We consider now the inclusion map j: X —► (A, dX) which induces the isomor-

phisms Bi ct d for 2 ~ i ~ n and e?(ji) ■ eq(Ci) c± e«(Bi) for q > 0.

From the exact sequence 0 —► By —► Cy —► Zm~l —> 0, we obtain the exact

sequence

0 — Cj* -7 Bi* -* Z™"1 -, e^Ci) -» e^Bi) -* 0.

(e2(Zm-1)) = 0 by Proposition (1.4)(c). _

Now we observe that e1(Cy) c± Bn ~C„^ e1(By). Thus, e1^) is an epimor-

phism between isomorphic modules over a Noetherian ring A and so is an isomor-

phism.

We have then 0 -» Cy* -» B* -» Zm~l -» 0 exact and ex(ii): e^Ci) 3 eH-Bi)

and e2(jy): e2(Cy) —► e2(Bi). This exact sequence tensored with Q(A) shows that

rankA C2 = rankA Bi.

For the classical case we have the exact sequence

0 -» B2 (t^1) B2 ■£ Zm -7 Bi - Bj — Z™"1 -» 0.

Setting r(/) = rank^(image <f>), we have r < (m - 1) and 0 —► B2 —► B2 —►

Zr —► 0 exact. Since B2 is A-free by Proposition (2.9) we have rank B2 = r(/).

PROPOSITION (2.10).   For a link / of dimension n and multiplicity m we have

(a) if n > 2, rank Bi = rank Cy = rank Bn+i = rank Cn+i = (rn — 1),

(b) if n = 1, rank Bi = rank Cy = rank B2 = rank C2 = r(/) < (rn - 1).

The proof follows by the above observations, the isomorphisms of Propositions

(2.8) and (2.9), and the exact sequence 0 -» Bn+1   ^ Bn+1 -» Zm_1 -» 0.

In the classical case, B2 cs Ar and C?2 cz AT © Z, so the rank Bi (= r) does not

determine the multiplicity.

The triple (By(/),Cy(/),m) associated to a link / is in this case the right

choice of invariants.

We collect in the next proposition the results on the classical case.
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THEOREM (2.11). For a link/: IJTLySi ~* ^3 ^ere J5 associated a triple

(By,Cy,m);By = Hy(X(/));Cy = Hy(X(/),dX(/)) andm the multiplicity, such

that

(a) rank Bi = rank Cy = r < (m — 1),

(b) there is a exact sequence of A-modules

0 - Ar -» Ar © Z -* Zm -» Bi -» Cy — Zm_1 -» 0,

(c) T(Ci) = eJ(Bi) and T(Bi) a e^d).

The stable classes [FT(Bi)] and [FT(Ci)] determine and are determined by

the isomorphism classes {e2(Ci)} and {e2(Bi)}, respectively.

From now on, we restrict our attention to the case n > 2.

PROPOSITION (2.12). For a link of dimension n > 2, T(Cy) and T(By) are

of type K.

For n > 2, use Proposition (2.8) and the fact that Cn,Cn-y,Bn,Bn-y are of

type K.

For n = 2, we have B2 of type K (Proposition (2.2)), and so e2(B2) is of type

K. It follows that TorA(e2(B2);Z) = 0 = ExtA(e2(B2);Z) for all i (Proposition

(1.4)(i)).
From the exact sequence 0 —► FT(By) —► C* —► e2(B2) —7 0, we get

0 = TorA(e2(B2); Z) -» FT(Bi) ®A Z -» C3* ® Z -► e2(B2) ®A Z = 0

and so Zm~l ~ C* ® Z ~ FT(By) ® Z.

From the exact sequence 0 —> T(By) —» Bi —* FT (By) -»0we get the exact

sequence

0 = TorA(FT(Bi), Z) -♦ T(Bi) ® Z -► Bj ® Z -♦ FT(B!) ® Z -> 0,

or 0 — T(Bi) ® Z -7 Zm-X — Z™"1 -> 0, and so T(By) ® Z = 0. Hence, r(Bx)

is of type A.

Similarly, T(d) is of type K.

PROPOSITION (2.13). For a link of dimension n > 2, the map, j: X' -*

(X,dX) induces an isomorphism T(jy): T(By) —> T(Cy) and the submodule (t —

l)-CyECy   isji(Bi).

From the exact sequence 0 —> By ^* Cy —» Zm_1 —7 0 and Propositions (2.6)

and (1.25), we get jy(By) = (t - l)Cy. Observe that (t~ 1): Ci -» Cy is injective

because H2(X,dX) = 0. Since T(d) is of type K, (t - 1): T(Cy) ~ T(Cy) is of
type K and so jy(By) = T(Cy).

PROPOSITION (2.14). For a link of dimension n>2, there is a commutative
diagram:

0 -► e2(Cn-y)  -► T(By)-> el(Cn)  -► 0

e2(i»-i) T(ii) e'C-n)

0 -► e2(B„_!) -7 T(Cy)  -7 ci(Bn) -7 0
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Consider the map j*: C*(X) —> C,(X,dX) which induces a map between the

universal coefficient spectral sequences of C* (A) and C» (A, dX).

We denote by X1 and A2 the first and second dual complexes, respectively, of a

cellular decomposition of A.

We observe that A embeds in A2 (A —7 A2) and that there is a cellular retraction

r: A2 -A (roA = Idx).

Let A be the lifting A to X. Then there is a duality homomorphism ip\ : Cq(X) —+

(Cn+2-q(Xl,dXy))* given by composing A with the usual duality ip: Cq(X2) —<•

(Cn+2-q(X\dX1))*.

This yields a commutative diagram

HZ+^X^dX1) ^—      Hy(X)

H?+1Un+l) fflO'l)

H^+^X1)       <—— Hy(X,dX)

where <f> and ip\ are duality isomorphisms.

The map j„: C» (A) —> C* (A, dX) gives a commutative diagram

0 -► e2(C„_i)  -► TW+^X^dX1)) -► e1^) -► 0

»  e2^.,) r(£re»+lO"i+i)) e'o„)

0- e2(Bn_i) -►      T(H?+i(Xx))       -► e1(B„) -► 0

coming from the induced map on the spectral sequences.

The result follows by composing now the second diagram with the torsion part

of the first diagram.

Observe that for n > 2, Bj c=t d if 2 < i < n, Bn+1 ~ A"1"1, Cn+1 ~ A™"1 ©Z,

Bi ~ (t - l)Cy ~ Cy and T(Bi) at T(Cy)).
The rank of Bi determines the multiplicity of the link.

The n-tuple (Bt)i=i]2>...,n is then our choice of invariants.

PROPOSITION  (2.15).   For a link of dimension n>2 there are pairings

(,): FN(B0) x FA(Bn+i_,) -» Q(A)/A, 2 < q < (n - 1),
(, ): FN(T(By)) x FN(Bn) -» Q(A)/A, and
[ , ] : A(B,) x N(Bn-q) -* Q/Z, 1 < q < n - 1, such that

( , ) is conjugate linear and nonsingular,

[ , ] is Z linear, conjugate selfadjoint and nonsingular.

The first pairings are called Blanchfield pairings and the second ones are called

Levine pairings.

For 2 < q < (n — 1) we have

FN(Bq) ~ e1(Cn+i-q) (Proposition 2.8).

el(Cn+l-q) ~ el(Bn+1-q) (Proposition 2.1).

e1(Bn+1_,)ce1(FA(Bri+i_,))

~ HomA(FA(B„+1_g); Q(A)/A)    (Proposition 1.4).
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Similarly, FN(T(By)) ~ el(Cn) ~ el(Bn) ~ HomA(B„,Q(A)/A), so we can

define the pairing ( , ) by the composition of these isomorphisms. The above

properties follow directly from the definitions.

For 1 < q < (n - 1) we have by Proposition 2.8, N(Bq) ~ e2(Cn-q); by

Proposition 2.1, e2(Cn-q) — e2(Bn-q) and by Proposition 1.16, e2(Bn^q) ~

Hom^(A(Bn_9),Q/Z). So, the pairing [ , ] can be defined using this sequence

of isomorphisms, and the properties follow.

Note that for n = 2q - 1, the pairing ( , ): FN(Bq) x FN(Bq) -> Q(A)/A
and, for n = 2q, the pairing [ , ] : N(Bq) x N(Bq) —> Q/Z have nice geometric

interpretations which allow us to get some extra properties for them.

PROPOSITION   (2.16).   If n = 2q - 1, n > 3, the Blanchfield pairing ( ,  ):

FN(Bq) x FN(Bq)  —>  Q(A)/A is conjugate linear,  nonsingular and (—1)9+1-

Hermitian.

PROPOSITION (2.17). If n = 2q, n > 4, the Levine pairing [ , ] : A(Bg) x

N(Bq) —7 Q/Z is Z-linear, conjugate selfadjoint, (—l)q+1 -symmetric and nonsin-

gular.

The proofs of these propositions follow exactly the same steps of §§5 and 6 of

[L.l]; one should only observe that in this range of indices all A-modules used in

the arguments are of type K and so pseudo null means Z-torsion and pseudo null

free means Z-torsion free (see note after 1.19).

PROPOSITION (2.18). The Levine pairing [, ]: N(By) x N(By) -► Q/Z of a
link /: U^Li S? ~* S4 *s a Z-linear, conjugate selfadjoint, symmetric nonsingular

pairing.

The proof still follows from [L.l] with some adjustment.

We next define a preliminary pairing { , }&, choosing fc large enough to satisfy

certain conditions to be described during the discussion below.

Set 6k = A(tk — 1) and let I(9k) be the injective hull of 9k. In the same way as

in [L.l], it is enough to obtain a pairing { , }&: N(By) x N(By) —> I(0k)/6k with

the properties stated in the proposition. Construction of { , }k:

First of all, note that TV(B.) ~ N(Hy(X)) 3^> N(Hy(X, dX)) and by duality the

last A-module is isomorphic to A(B3(A)). Thus, we are looking for a homomor-

phism A(i/e3(A)) ^ BomA(N(By),I(ek)/ek).

Consider the chain of homomorphisms

Be3(A) 2- H2(X;6k) £ Hl(X,I(6k)/ek) ^

(1) -HomA(fli,/(0fc)/0fc) -HomA(A(B1);i(^)/^)

where 6' and 6" are coboundary maps of the exact cohomology sequence derived
tk — l

from the short exact sequence 0—>A   —>   A —> #£ —7 0 and 0 —* 6k —* I(6k) —*

I(Qk)/6k —* 0; e' is evaluation and r is restriction.

Define <f>k: Dk -> HomA(A(Bi);i(6»fc)/6lA;) by setting (j>k(a) = re'(a') if

6' ■ 6"(a') = a.

There is no change in the arguments of [L.l] to prove that cpk is well defined.

The next step is to verify that <pk is an isomorphism from

A(B3(A)) - HomA(A(Bi),i(0fc)/0fc)-
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Suppose a E A(B3(A)) and a' E H1(X,I(9k)/9k) are such that S'6"(a') = a

and r • e'(a') = 0. We first want to prove injectivity of (f>k, so we need to verify that

a = 0.

For this, it is sufficient to verify that a' lies in the submodule generated by

the images of Hl(X,I(Ok)) and Hl(X,Q(A)/A) under the appropriate coefficient

homomorphism.
From the universal coefficient spectral sequence applied to A-modules G of in-

jective dimension one (like I(0k), I(0k)/0k and <3(A)/A), there are exact sequences

0 -» ExtA(i70(A);G) -+ H*(X,G) — HomA(Bi(A);G) -► 0. Therfore there is a
commutative diagram with exact rows

0    —>     ExtA(B0(X);Q(A)/A)     —7      H'e(X,Q(A)/A)      -^     HomA(Bi; Q(A)/A)     —7    0

0    —    Ext\(Ho(X);I(0k)/0k)    —.     Hl(X,l(6k)/ek)     X    HomA(Bi;/(flfc)/flfc)    —.    0

Bi(X,/(^))    —       HomA(Bi;/(flt))       —»    0

Furthermore, for any A-module .4, we have a commutative diagram

ExtA(4,Q(A)/A)- Ext A(A,I(6k)/0k)

1 1
Ext2(4,A)       -►   ExtA(A,flfc)-0

where the bottom row is a portion of a long exact sequence derived from the short

exact sequence

0 -» A ^ A -* flfc — 0.

Since the left vertical arrow in the first diagram is surjective, it is sufficient to

show that e'(a') lies in the submodule generated by the images of HomA(Bi,Q(A)/A)

andHomA(Bi,i(0)).

We have that re'(a') = 0, that is, e'(a') is induced by an element in

UomA(FN(By),I(9k)/ek),

so the conclusion comes from the exactness of the following commutative diagram
of exact rows and columns.

Horni(FN(By), Q(A)/\)  -► ExtA(FTV(Bi), A) -> 0

Hom/L(FN(Bi),I(ek))^Hom/i(FN(Bi),I(9k)/ek) -►  Ext1 (FN(By),0)-* 0

0

We prove now the surjectivity of (pk.

Observe that the universal coefficient spectral sequence give us that e' is surjec-

tive.

The restriction map r is surjective because e2(F(N(By)) = 0 (Proposition 1.4).

Hence, Ext2(F(A(Bi)),0) = 0 (use the long exact sequence of Ext derived for

0 — A ̂  A -» 6 — 0).
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Furthermore, ExtA(FA(Bi),0fc) = Ext\(FN(Bi),I($k)/6k) = 0 (use the long

exact sequence of Ext derived from 0 —► 0k —> I(9k) —> I(Q)/9k —> 0), so the long

exact sequence of Ext derived from 0 —► N(By) —► By —> FN(By) —> 0 gives the

surjectivity of r.

We next prove that we can choose fc so that Dk = A(B3(A)); the surjectivity

of (f)k follows.

Let m be an integer such that m ■ N(H^(X)) = 0 and ATO = A/mA.

The equivariant cohomology group i73(A,Am) is a A-module and there is a

commutative diagram with exact rows

B2(A) -=L- B2(A) -► B2(A,Am) -> T(B3(A)) -=U T(B3(A))

(t-i) (t-i) (t-i) (t-i) (t-i)

H2(X) -=- B2(A) -► B2(A,Am) -► T(H*(X)) -2L_ T(Hf(X))

showing that B2(A;Am) is of type K, Z-torsion and so pseudo null and finite.

Hence, we can find fc such that (tk — 1) annihilates it.

For a E N(Hg(X)), one can now follow the steps of [L.l, §6] to obtain a' E

Hl(X,I(0k)/ek) such that 6'6"(a') = a. Thus, we have found fc such that Dk =

A(B3(A)) which implies that 4>k: A(B3(A)) -+ HomA(A(Bi),i(^)/6»fc) is an
isomorphism and Proposition (2.18) follows.

There is one more interesting characteristic of FN(B2(/)) for a link /: Ui=i &?

—» S5 which can be studied with the help of Seifert manifolds and Seifert matrices

(see [L.l, §§14 and 15]).

If V is a Seifert manifold for a link and if Y = S5 - V, there are exact sequences:

0 -»t2(V) ®ZA£ t2(Y) ®ZA^ N(H2(X)) - 0,

0 - f2(V) ®ZA^ f2(Y) ®ZA^ FN(H2(X)) -♦ 0

where t2(V) and f2(V) are the Z-torsion and Z-torsion free parts of H2(V).

We have a linking pairing /: f2(V) x f2(V) —» Z and we denote its matrix by

A. There is a basis where df is represented by tA + A' where A' is the transpose

of A. One can compute the Blanchfield pairing on FN(H2(X)) with respect to a

corresponding basis and get the matrix (1 — t)(tA + A')~x.

It is possible to verify that A + A' is a representative of the intersection pairing

of V and, since dV is a union of spheres, the intersection pairing is unimodular and

the signature of A + A' is a multiple of 16 (= index of V).

Using the function x: Q(A)/A —> Q defined by Trotter in [T.l] we obtain from

the Blanchfield pairing, a new pairing ( , )x: FN(B2(/)) ®ZQ x FN(B2(/)) ®z

Q —> Q and signature of ( , )x = index V.

PROPOSITION (2.19). Given a link/: |J™ j S3 -7 S5, the signature of ( , )x

is a multiple of 16.

For the proof see [L.l, §15].

Collecting now the results we have obtained the following theorem.

THEOREM (2.20). Let /: (J™ , Af -> Sn+2 be a link and a = E • fi • A,
a: 7Ti(A(/)) —7 Z where A is abelianization, fi is isomorphism defined by choices

of meridians and orientations, and E is sum of coordinates of Zm.
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Let X(/) be the covering associated to the kernel of a and Bi = Hi(X(/)).

Then

(iry(X(/)),a) is an m-admissible pair,

(a) rankA By = (m - 1),

(b) T(B_y),B2, ...,Bn are of type K.

(c) N(Bq) ~ ExtA(A(B„_,),A) and FN(Bq) ~ ExtA(FA(Bn+1_,), A) for 2 <
q<(n- 1).

(d) A(Bi)~ExtA(A(B„_i),A) andFA(T(Bi))~ExtA(FA(B„),A).

(e)B„~Ext1(FA(Bi),A).

(f) The stable class [FT(Bi)] determines and is determined by the isomorphism

class o/ExtA(A(Bn),A).
(g) Bq®AZ^Zm~1.

(h) The Blanchfield pairing ( , ): FN(T(By)) x FN(T(Bn+y-q)) -7 Q(A)/A ia
defined for 1 < q < (n+1). It is conjugate linear, nonsingular and, whenn = 2q—l,

it is (-l)q+1 -Hermitian.

(i) The Levine pairing [ , ] : N(Bq) x N(Bn-q) —> Q/Z is defined for 1 < q <

(n — 1). It is Z-linear, conjugate selfadjoint, nonsingular and, when n = 2q, it is

symmetric.

(j) Ifn = 3, the index of ( , ): FN(T(B2)) ®z Q x FN(B2) ®z Q — Q is a
multiple of 16.

(k)Bi~Bi(7n(A(/))).

(1) The Hopf homomorphism p: B2 —> H2(iry(X(/))) is surjective.

3. Realization. Associated to a link /: Utli K? ~* S"+2 we have the family

of A-modules {Hi(X(/))} that have certain properties and are related in special

ways.

In this section we study the possibility of constructing a link with a preassigned

family of A-modules.

For knots this problem was solved in [L.l] with the exception of the pseudo null

part of the first homology module. The same difficulty persists for links.

Many results of [L.l and K] are used and are stated here in a convenient form.

We define a type of connected sum of links and develop some of its properties

which are used in the realization work.

THEOREM (KERVAIRE) (3.1). A finitely presented group G is the group of a

link /: (J™ 1 #? -* Sn+2, n > 3, if and only if
(i)  Hy(G)^Zm,

(ii) weight (G) = m,

(iii) H2(G)=0.

THEOREM (KERVAIRE) (3.2). If a group G satisfies (i) and (ii) above and

has a presentation of deficiency m, then there is a link /: U^=i $i ~* K4 where

K4 is a homotopy A-sphere and 7Ti(A(/)) = G.

THEOREM (LEVINE) (3.3). Given a A-module A of type K and integers

q > 2, n > 2q and with A pseudo null free if n = 2q, then there is an n-knot

k (diffeomorphic to Sn) in Sn+2 such that

7n(A(fc))~z,
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Hq(X(k))^A,

Hi(X(k)) =0 ifi^0,q and 0 < i < [n/2] and,

Hi(X(k)) pseudo null if i = (n + l)/2.

THEOREM (LEVINE) (3.4). Let F be a pseudo null free A-module of type K

equipped with a pairing ( , ): F x F —* Q(A)/A which is conjugate linear, nonsin-

gular and (-l)q+1 -Hermitian for some positive integer q.

If n = 2q - 1 > 3, there exists an n-knot k with Hq(X(k)) ~ F, Blanchfield

pairing ( , ) and B,(A(fc)) = 0 for i ^ 0, g.

THEOREM (LEVINE) (3.5). Let A be a pseudo null A-module of type K and

[ , ] : A x A —► Q/Z a Z-linear, (—l)q+1 -symmetric, nonsingular conjugate self-

adjoint pairing. If q > 1, there exists a 2q-knot k having Hq(X(k)) c± A, Levine

pairing [ , ], and Hi(X(k)) = 0 for i / 0, g.

THEOREM (HOPF) (3.6). Given a link/: \J?=iKi -> S"+2, n > 2, there

is a surjection p: H2(X(/)) -» H2(iry(X(/))).

This is just part of the Hopf sequence of X(/).

If we keep the notation of the last section, namely, Bi(/) = Hi(X(/)), %(/) =

rry(X(/)), etc., then p: B2(/) -» H2(tt(/)).

We recall that a link / is said to be splittable if we can find a decomposition

gn+2 = Dn+1 u Dn+2 such that SQme of the components  (/^ 0f / are in £)«+2

and the others (/2) are in D2+2; we write / = /y U /2 for this splitting.

If such decomposition is impossible the link is called unsplittable.

The sphere Sn+1 which is the common boundary of D"+2 and D2+2 will be

called the splitting sphere.

Proposition (3.7).  If / is a split link / = /y\A/2 then
(a)rr(/)=n(/y)*7r(/2),

(b)By(/)^By(/y)®A®By(/2),

(c) Bi(/) ~ Bi(/y) © B%(/2) for 2<i<n.

The statement on the fundamental group is a obvious application of van Kam-

pen's theorem with the use of the splitting sphere.

For the homology, notice that X(/) can be obtained by a "equivariant connected

sum" along the lifting of the separating sphere and so the statement follows from

an application of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence.

Observe that the proposition guarantees that, from the point of view of the

invariants we are studying, it is sufficient to analyze nonsplittable links.

For classical nonsplittable links /, X(/) is a A(7r, 1) and X(/) is a A(7r, 1); if

its multiplicity is m, then H2(tt(/)) ~ Zm_1, which differs from the nonclassical

case where H2(n(/)) = 0.

COROLLARY (3.8). If /^ denotes the trivial link of dimension n and multi-

plicity vn, then

By(/£) ~ A™-1 ~ Bn+y(C)    and   Bi(C)=0   for2<i<n.

Given a split link / = /y U /2 and points A and B on component knots fci and

fc2 of /y and /2, respectively, we can choose a segment from A to B that crosses
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the splitting sphere only once (transversally) and intersects the link (transversally)

only at its end points, namely, at A and B.

Taking an (n + 1)-dimensional tube along the segment, we obtain a connected

sum fc = fci #c k2 of the two knots fci and fc2 which can certainly be arranged so

that the tube does not intersect the other components of the link.

Considering now fc and all the other embedded spheres of / except fci and fc2,

we get a link which we denote /y #c /2, which depends on fci, fc2 and on the choice

of the segment from fci to fc2.

PROPOSITION (3.9). For a split link / = 4 U 4 of dimension n, we have

Bi(/y #c /2) =* Bi(/y) © Bi(/2) for l<i<n.

The connected sum construction shows, as in the case of knots, that X(/y #c /2)

can be described, up to homotopy, as the union of X(/y) and X(/2), identifying

a meridian of fci with a meridian of fc2 and preserving orientations. In X(/y)

and X(/2), the meridians lift to copies of the real line and so X(/y#c/2) can

be constructed from X(/y) and X(/2) identifying copies of the real line in each

component. Now, the proposition follows by the Mayer-Vietoris sequence.

COROLLARY (3.10). For a split link / = /y U /2 of dimension n, we have

Bi(/y #Cl /2) =s Bi(/y#C2 /2) for l<i<n.

OBSERVATION. In reality, the spaces X(/y #Cl /2) and X(/y #C2 /2) are homo-

topy equivalent since both are homotopy equivalent to X(/y)\/X(/2), but in general

the homotopy equivalence is not equivariant. Thus, the isomorphism obtained in

the corollary in general is not included by a map.

From now on we use the notation /yj^^i instead of /y #c^; this is only consis-

tent from the point of view of the modules Bj's.

PROPOSITION (3.11). If a group G satisfies Hy(G) ~ Zm and has a presen-

tation of deficiency rn, then H2(G) = 0.

For the proof let G = \gy,g2,..., gm+r\ Sy,S2,..., Sr\ and Py = V^Lt' S1.

The identification of gi with the element of iry (Py) correspondent to the z'th circle

allows the representation of each Sj by a map fj\ S1 —► Py.

Construct P2 from Py by attaching r 2-cells using the maps {fj}.

Clearly 7Ti(F2) = G.

A K(G, 1) space can be obtained from P2 by attaching cells of dimension 3 and

higher and we have H2(G) = H2(K(G, 1)) ~ H2(P2).

Using now the homology sequence of the pair (P2,Py) and the hypothesis one

gets H2(P2) = 0, proving the proposition.

PROPOSITION (3.12). If(G,a) is a strongly m-admissible pair, then H2(G) =

0 = H2(G), Hy(G) ®A Z ~ Zm~x and Hy(G) is pseudo null free.

By the last proposition we already have H2(G) = 0.

Constructing P2 as before we have a surjection a: ,Ky(P2) —» Z and a corre-

sponding covering P2 —> P2.

P2 has a A-free chain complex C2(P2) ^ Cy(P2) - C0(P2) and H2(P2) is the

kernel of d2 and so is a free A-module.
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Using now the Cartan-Leray spectral sequence of P2 —> P2 and the fact that

H2(P2) = 0, we obtain that Hy(P2) ®A Z ~ Z™"1 and that H2(P2) is of type

K. Since Hy(G) ~ Bi(P2), Hy(G) ®A Z ~ Zm"f. Since B2(P2) is of type A,

it is A-torsion (Corollary 1.3 of [L.l]) and so it must be zero since we have seen

above that it is a free A-module. The Hopf surjection H2(P2) —► H2(G) implies

that B2(G) = 0.

From the chain complex above, we get a free resolution 0 -+ C2(P2) —7 Zy(P2) —>

Hy(P2) —7 0, so Hy(P2) has homological dimension < 1. As a result it is pseudo

null free by Proposition 1.18.

PROPOSITION (3.13). Let B be a pseudo null free A-module such that T(B) is

of type K and B ®A Z ~ Zm_1. Then there is a strongly m-admissible pair (G,a)

withHy(G) = B.

We recall that e: A —► Z denotes the canonical augmentation s(t) = 1.

Since B is pseudo null free and B ®A Z ~ Zm_1, after row and column oper-

ations in a presentation of B, we can get a presentation of the form 0 —* Ar —>

Ar+m_1 —» B —* 0. Here, A = (Aj.,) is a (r + m — 1) x r matrix over A such that

e(X) = [irxr,0T-x(m-i)] , where Irxr is the identity matrix and 0rx(m_i) is the zero

matrix. We write Xij(t) = YLk aijktk where t = 1,2,..., r and j = 1,2,..., r+m—1.

Define the group G by the presentation

G = \xy,X2,. . . ,Xn,Xn+y,Xn+2, . . . ,Xn+m-l,T'. Ry,R2,-..,Rr[

where

Ri=     ~\(TkX]T-k)a"k    ■     ~\(rk-1x]T-k)a"k       iori = l,2,...,r

.(1) J       [(2)
and the indices (1) are fc = —00,00 and j = 1,2,...,r and the indices (2) are

fc = —00,00 and j = r + l,r + 2,... ,r + m— 1.

The products should be carried out in a lexicographic ordering of (j, k).

Notice that aijk = 0 for |fc| > fco, so the presentation is finite.
A presentation for Hy(G) is then in additive notation

Ai, A2,..., Xr, Xr+1,T:   < 2_^ I / ,«tjfc j Ay >

!r+m-l  T "I }E    Z>;*(*;-r) L» = i,2,...,r
j=r+l   L  fc J J

and since Ylk aijk = z(Kj) = 0 or 1 conveniently we get Xj — 0 for j = 1,2,..., r

and so Hy(G) = \Xr+1,Xr+2,... ,Xr+m-y,T: \~Zm.

From this we get weight (G) > m.

Observe now that the quotient of G by (r) is a free group on xr+y,xr+2,...,

xr+m-y, that is, we have a exact sequence 0 —► (r) —► 67 —> F(m — 1) —* 0, so

weight (67) must be m.

Consider now the isomorphism fi: Hy(G) —> Zm that sends {xy,x2,...,xm_i,

T} to the canonical generators of Zm and define a: G —> Z to be the composition
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E • fi ■ A- where A abelianization and E is sum of coordinates. Let G be the kernel

of a and notice that for i = r + 1,..., r + m - 1, a(xi) = a(r) is a generator of Z,

and so we can use them to define a A structure on Hy(G).

We have that (G, a) is a strongly m-admissible pair and we need to prove that

Hi(G)~B.

For this, observe that the collection {rkXjT~k and rkx~k} form a set of genera-

tors for G. It follows that a presentation for G is

{*it}i=1-r«i"Z"1:^(*'.0,f = l,2,...,r,/eZ

where

*<».')= n*3+/ • iKfc+/
.(1) J       L(2)

and we have xjk = rkx2r~k for j = 1,2,..., r and x^ = rkx~k ior j = r + 1,...,

r + m — 1. A presentation of Hy (G) is then

r r+m — 1

{Xjk}: \^a%fkXj%k+/ +    2_^   ai]kXjk+/ = 0,i = 1,2,... ,r,/ E Z .
j=y J=r+1

If we write X]k = tkX} using the A-module structure of Hy (G) we get a A-module

presentation.

X}: tf \Y^\ijXj \,i = l,2,...,r,/eZ

which is a presentation of B.

PROPOSITION (3.14). Let (G, a) be an m-admissible pair with H2(G) = 0 and

F a pseudo null free A-module with a epimorphism p: F —► H2(G). Then there is

a connected 3-dimensional complex P with iry(P) cz G such that, for the infinite

cyclic covering P corresponding to G, H$(P) = 0, H2(P) ~ F and p corresponds

to the Hopf homomorphism.

If (G, a) is strongly m-admissible (in this case F is necessarily zero), P may be

actually 2-dimensional.

The proof follows the steps of Lemma 9.3 of [L.l] with the necessary adjustments.

Choose a presentation of G = \xy,x2,...,xn: ry, r2,..., rs \ and take a wedge of

n circles, adjoining 2-cells using the relations r3. Let F2 be this space and call P2

the cyclic covering associated with G = kernel of a.

H2(P2) is a free A-module because it is the kernel of d: C2(P2) —» Ci(F2)

and C2(P2) is free. From Hopf's theorem, we have the exact sequence ir2(P2) —►

H2(P2) £> H2(G) — 0. Since H2(P2) is free and p: F -> H2(G) is onto, we may

add some 2-spheres to F2 if necessary to get a surjective homomorphism <p giving
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a commutative diagram

,0

^-F

^     IP
tt2(F2)-    H2(P2)^   H2(G)    -   0

Since F is pseudo null free, it has homological dimension one by Proposition

(1.18); therefore, ker <p is a free A-module inside a(7r2(P2)).

We choose a basis for ker <p and represent its elements by maps S2 —> F2.

Construct P from P2 by attaching 3-cells using these maps. It follows that H2(P) ~

F because <p was surjective and its kernel is killed by the attaching of the 3-cells.

H3(P) = 0 since the boundary operator 63(F) —► C2(P) = C2(P2) is injective.

PROPOSITION (3.15). Let P be a d-dimensional complex with H2(ny (P)) = 0

and (■Ky(P),a) an m-admissible pair.

Let P the covering of P corresponding to ker a and suppose that Hi(P) is of type

K for i > 2.
If d = 2, assume that H2(P) = 0.

Then P embeds in Rn+3 where n > sup{2,2d — 3} and if we call Y the boundary

of a regular neighborhood of P in Rn+3 then

(l)ni(Y)~m(P)-
(2) H0(Y) ~ Z ~ iY„+2(y);iii(F) ~ Zm ~ Hn+1(Y) and Ht(Y) = 0 for

i^0,l,n+l,n + 2.

(3) If Y is the covering of Y corresponding to ker a, then Hi(Y) ~ B,(F) for

i <n + 1 — d.

(4) If n = 2d - 3 and Hd-y(P) is pseudo null, then Hd-y(Y) is pseudo null.

If d > 3, consider the exact sequence derived from the Cartan-Leray spectral

sequence of A —> A:

H2(P) ('^1) H2(P) -» H2(P2) -» Hy(P) -» Hy(P) - Hy(P) - ■

Since Ht(P) are of type A for t > 2, we get Hi(P) = 0, and the imbeddability
follows from a theorem of Van Kampen [V.2].

If A is a regular neighborhood of P in i?n+3, then Y is a deformation retract of

N - P, and therefore 7rt(A, Y) = iti(N,N - P) = 0 for i < n + 3- d by general

position. Since n + 3 — d > 3, we have 7Ti(F) ~ rry(N) which implies (1) because

A is homotopy equivalent to P.

The inclusion i: Y —7 A induces an isomorphism in 7Ti so we get Y —> N. For

i < n + 3 - d, we have 7Tj(A, Y) = 0, that is, (TV, Y) is (n + 2 - d)-connected. By

the Hurewicz theorem, Ht(Y) ~ BTj(TV) for t < n + 1 - d, and so Hi(Y) ~ Bt(F)

for i < n + 1 - d, which is (3).

Since n > 2d - 3, we get n + 2 - d > (n + l)/2. Hence, HZ(Y) = 0 for 2 < z <

(n + 2)/2 because Bt(Y) ~ Ht(P) for t < (n + 2)/2 and Hi(P) = 0 for i > 2. We

have H0(Y) ~ Z and B2(K) ~ Hy (P) ~ Zm, so by Poincare duality we obtain (2).

To prove (4), consider the homology sequence of (TV, Y) ■ ■■ Hd(N, Y) —> Hd-y(Y)

—► Hd-y(N) —' • ■ •. Since Hd-y(N) is finite it is sufficient to prove that Hd(N,Y)
is finite.
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Since n = 2d - 3, (d - 1) > 2 and Hi(P) is of type A for i > 2, the universal

coefficient spectral sequence gives a short sequence 0 —> e2(Hd-2(P)) —> Hf(P) —►

e1(Hd-y(P)) -> 0. We have Hd-y(P) finite (or pseudo null), so el(Hd-y(P)) = 0.

This implies H%(P) ~ e2(Hd-y(P)), which is pseudo null by Proposition (1.6).

Since Hd(N,Y) ~ Bed(TV) ~ Bed(F), we have that Hd(N,Y) is finite, and so the

proposition follows.

Consider the manifold Y constructed above. Let ay, a2,..., am in 7Ti(Y) with

(ai,..., am) = 7Ti(y) and ay,... ,an a base for B7i(y). Represent ay,..., am by

disjoint embedded circles Sy,S2,... ,Sm. They have trivial normal bundles since Y

is orientable and so there are tubular neighborhoods Ty,T2,... ,Tm diffeomorphic

to S1 xBn+1.

Define X = Y — U£li Ti. Then by general position, iti(Y,X) = 0 for i < n, and,

in case n > 2, -Ky(X) ~ rry(Y), Hi(X) ~ H{(Y) and B;(A) st Hi(Y) for i < n.

The boundary of A is diffeomorphic to \JT'=y(S1 x Sn)j and we attach to X m

copies of D2 x S" via diffeomorphisms on the boundaries. Let E be the resulting

manifold.

It follows from van Kampen's theorem (and the fact that (G, a) is m-admissible)

that E is simply-connected. Also,

Hi(Z,X)c±Hi j Q((£>2,S1)xS"),    ,

so

H2(T.,H) ~ Bn+i(E, A) ~ Bn+2(E, A) ~ Zm

and Bj(E, A) = 0 for i'. ̂  2, n + 1 and n + 2. By the sequence of the pair (E, A)

and Whitehead's theorem, E is a homology (n + 2)-sphere. If n > 3 we can change

E to Sn+2 without changing A.

Considering now A? = 0 x Sj1 c D2 x Sj1 c Sn+2 we have a link / in Sn+2 whose

complement is A, meridional curves determined by ay,a2,..., am, Bi(/) ~ Hi(P)

for * < n+ 1 - d, (X(/)) ~ tti(F) and tt(A(/)) ~ tti(F).

The above construction in connection with the last two propositions gives us

certain links which are basic in the realization work. We collect the results in the

following propositions.

PROPOSITION (3.16). Let (G,a) be a strongly m-admissible pair. Then there

is a link /: U^li &? ~* K4 (K4 J's a homotopy 4-sphere) with rry(/) = G such

that a choice of orientation and meridians reproduces the surjection a: G —► Z.

Moreover, B2(/) = 0.

PROPOSITION (3.17). Let (G,a) be an m-admissible pair with H2(G) =0 =

H2(G). Then there is a link/: U£Li Sf -7 S5 such that n(/) = G such that a

choice of orientations and meridians reproduces the surjection a: G —► Z. More-

over, B2(/) is pseudo null.

PROPOSITION (3.18). Let (G,a) be an m-admissible pair with H2(G) = 0

and p: F —► H2(G) a surjection where F is pseudo null free of type K. Then

there is a link /: \JJLy S" —* Sn+2 (n > 4) with ir(/) = G such that a choice
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of orientations and meridians reproduces the surjection a: G —* Z.   Moreover,

B2(/) a F, Bi(/) = 0 for 3 < i < n — 2 and p is the Hopf homomorphism.

PROPOSITION (3.19). Let (G,a) be a strongly m-admissible pair such that G

has a presentation

G = [xy,...,xt+m: ri,...,rt|

with

(xt+y,xt+2,...,xt+n) =G    and   fj(xy,... ,xt, 1,1,..., 1) = Xj,

j=l,2,...,t.

Then there is a link /: U^Li S? ~* S4 w^ 7r(/^) — G suc^ "*a' a choice

of orientations and meridians reproduces the surjection a: G —► Z. Moreover,

B2(/)=0.

Let V0 = ^jfyiS1 x S3)j. iry(Vo) is free on (t + m) generators xy,.. .,xt+m

which are represented by loops in (S1 x S3)j. If we construct V from Vq by doing

surgery on embeddings fk: S1 xD3 -+ Vo representing rk, k = 1,2,... ,t, we obtain

TTy(V)~G.

Now, (xt+y, ■ ■ ■, xt+m) = G so, by doing surgery on V using maps Oj: S1 x D3 —►

V representing xt+y, i = 1,2,...,m, we produce a homotopy 4-sphere E with a

link / given by &({*} x S2) whose complement is V. We would be done, except

that E may not be S4.

If we do surgery on Vo first using {gi}, i — 1,2,...,m, we obtain

(* /    t + m a\ ' , -7

# (S1 x S3), #       #   St    = # (S1 x S3),.
j=i V=t+i   /    y=i

The relations r, become r^ (xy,..., xt, 1,1,.. •, 1) = Xj, and the embeddings fk:

S1 x D3 —► Vi induced by /*; are homotopic to the embeddings of (S1 x £>3)fc C Vi.

In fact, by general position, each fk is isotopic to the embeddings of (S1 x£>3)fe or

some twisting of it. In the latter case, we can adjust the embedding fk by untwisting

its normal frame so that fk becomes isotopic to the embeddings (S1 x D3)k.

It now follows that surgery on fk essentially changes the (S1 X S3)k to Sk, so

the resulting manifold after these surgeries is S4 and the proposition follows.

Notice that the group constructed in Proposition (3.13) satisfies the conditions

of Proposition (3.19). This gives the next corollary.

COROLLARY (3.20). Let B be a pseudo null free A-module such that T(B) is

of type K and B ®A Z ~ Zm~x. Then there is a link /: \J?LX Sf — S4 with

ir(/) = G such that a choice of orientations and meridians give us By(/) ~ B and

B2(/)=0.

THEOREM (3.21). Let n > 2, (G,a) an m-admissible pair and (B2,... ,Bn)

a sequence of A-modules of type K; denote by G the kernel of a and By = Hy(G).

Let p: B2 —7 H2(G) be a surjection and suppose that collection (By,B2,... ,Bn)

satisfies the necessary conditions (c), (d), (e), (i), (g), (h), (i) and (j) of Theorem

2.20.
Assume further the additional conditions:

(1) B2 has a pseudo null free summand F2 such that p(F2) = H2(G).
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(2) If' n = 2, G has a presentation of the form [xy,x2,... ,xt+rn: ry,... ,rt[ such

that (xt+y,..., xt+m) = G and the relations Tj,j = 1,2,..., fc satisfy the conditions

rj(xy,...,xk,l,l,...,l) =xr

Then there is a link /: (j£Li S? ~* Sn+2 with Tty(X(/)) = G and if we denote

the covering associated to the kernel of a by X(/), we have

Bj ~ Hj(X(/)) for 1 <i< [n/2] or i = n.

N(Bj) ~ N(Hj(X(/))) and FN(Bj) = FN(H3(X(/))) for j = l,2,...,n.

REMARK. If we allow links in homotopy spheres, condition (2) can be eliminated.

Observe that the conditions on G imply that Hy(G) ®A Z ~ Zm_1 and rank

Hy(G)=m-l.
For n = 2, this is exactly Proposition 3.19.

For n = 2g > 4, consider the knot fc, given by Proposition (3.5) where A is

taken to be N(Bq). Then, for i = 2,3,... ,(q — 1), consider the knots kz given by

Proposition (3.3) where A is taken to be B2/F2, B3,..., B9_i respectively.

Let fc be the connected sum oi k2,k^,... ,kq so 7Ti(A(fc)) ~ Z, By(k) = 0,

B2(fc) ~ B2/F2, Bi(k) ~ Bi for 3 < i < (q - 1) and Bq(k) ~ A(B,).
Now, by using Proposition (3.18) with F = F2, we obtain a link / with By(/y) =

By, B2(/y) = F2 and ir(/y) = G.

It is easy to check that any link of the form / = / # fc satisfies the conclusion

of the theorem for the even case.

If n = 2q-l > 3, consider the knot hq given by Proposition (3.4) where F is taken

to be FN(Bq). For i = 2,3,... ,(q — 1) consider the knots ht given by Proposition

(3.3) where, as before, A is taken to be B2/F2,B3,..., B,_i, respectively.

Let h be the connected sum of h2,h3,... ,hq so that ity(X(h)) a Z, By(h) = 0,

B2(h) ~ B2/F2, Bi(h) =* Bi for 3 < i < q - 1, and Bq(h) ~ FN(Bq).
Again, it is easy to check that any link m = /y # h satisfies the conclusions of

the theorem in this last case.

The next result is a realization theorem concerning only the homology.

THEOREM (3.22). Let n > 2 and (By, B2,..., Bn) a sequence of A-modules

satisfying the necessary conditions (a) to (j) of Theorem (2.20). In addition, assume

that N(By) =0.
Then there is a link /: [J^y S2n -» Sn+2 such that

Bx(/) ~ B% for 1 < i < [n/2] and i = n.

N(Bt(/)) ~ N(Bi) and FN(Bt(/)) ~ FN(Bt) for [n/2] < j < (n - 1).

By Proposition (3.13), there is a strongly m-admissible pair (G,a) with Hy(G) ~

By.'
Proceeding as in Theorem (3.21) (and taking F = 0 in Proposition (3.18), the

result follows.

4. Applications. This section contains some results about the modules B,(/)

for links of particular type.

(4.1) Fibered links.
DEFINITION. A link /: (J™ 1 A" —> Sn+2 is fibered if there is a smooth map

(j>: Sn+2 -> R2 satisfying:

(i) 0 is a regular value and L = im/ = <f>~l(0),

(ii) 0/101: S"+2 - L -7 S1 is a smooth fibration.
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If A is a complement of a suitable tubular neighborhood of L, then A fibers over

S1. A fixed fiber F of this fibration can be used as a Seifert manifold for the link

in the construction of A so that A is homeomorphic to F x R.

We conclude that H*(X(/)) ~ H*(F) which is finitely generated over Z, and

hence

PROPOSITION (4.1.1).   If / is a fibered link, rankA Bj(/) = 0.

COROLLARY (4.1.2). If/ is a link of dimension n>2 and multiplicity m>2,

/ is not fibered.

For the proof, just remember that in this situation rankABy(/) = (m - 1).

(4.2) Boundary links.

DEFINITION. A link /: (J^li A" -» S"+2 is called a boundary link if there are

m disjoint orientable manifolds Mi,... ,Mm in Sn+2 with dM3 = /(K").

PROPOSITION (4.2.1). ///: Ui=i#" -* sn+2 is a boundary link, then

By(/) ~ A*"-1 ©T(BX(/)) and Bn(/) is pseudo null free.

We have disjoint manifolds Mx c Sn+2,i = 1,2,...,m, with dM, = £•, (=

/(A")). Adjust a tubular neighborhood V of each L, and a tubular neighborhood

of Mi to get a (n + 2)-dimension manifold i?, C Sn+2 such that i?» is homeomorphic

to M, x [-1,1] with M"+1 in its interior.

Consider A = A(^) obtained by removing smaller tubular neighborhood Wi C

Vi of each Lz. Let Tt = X(/) n i?j and Q = A - (|J™ 2 IJ) (notice that Ti C Q).

A can be constructed by cutting A along M, in the same fashion as one does

to construct the universal abelian covering for knots (in fact, the cutting is in the

part of Mi inside A).

We observe that the spaces Q,T2,..., Tm lift to connected spaces Q, T2,..., Tm

inside A because each one of them has a "gluing cut" in its interior, or, alterna-

tively because they contain a meridian which goes to a generator of Z by the map

a: TTy(X) — Z.

Notice that the boundary of T; has two connected components, one homeomor-

phic to Sn x S1 and the other to the double of M,. The first component lifts to

S" x R, while the second lifts to a disjoint union of copies of itself which we denote

by Ni (notice that Aj is a manifold with infinitely many connected components).

Consider now the sequence of the pairs (A, Q) and (f, TV) = ((J™ 2 Tj, (J^2 A,),

which are related by the following commutative diagram:

•■•     -    Hy(Q)    -7    tf.(X)    h    Hy(X,Q)    -*    H0(Q)    -    tfo(X)    -    0

•••     -    Hy(N)    -    Hy(f)    -7    Hy(f,N)    ^    H0(N)    -7    H0(f)    -    0

We have

By (/) = Hy (A) h Hy (A, Q) =- Hy (f, TV)

with j* surjective.   Also, d: Hy(f,N) -» B0(A) ~ A"1"1 satisfies image 5 =

(* - 1) • B0(TV) ~ Am^J.  Therefore jj^d: By(/) -» A"1"1 is a surjection, and
B1(/)~Am"1©T(Bi(/)).
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Now we recall that Bx(/)_~ (t - 1)C±(/) ~ Cx(/) and so 6i(/) ~ A"1'1 ©

T(Cy(/)). Finally Bn ~ e1(6i) ~ ej(T(6i)) which is pseudo null free.

We propose next a generalization of the concept of boundary links.

DEFINITION. Let i be a surjective function from {1,2,..., m) to {1,2,..., r}. A

link /: |J™ x A" —> Sn+2 is said of type i if there are disjoint oriented manifolds

Wy,W2,...,Wr such that dWj = \Ji{a)=j/(K?).

Clearly every link is of type {1,2,... ,m} -» {1} and boundary links are those

which are of type {1,2,... ,m} -» {1,2,... ,m}.

Using a similar proof as in the last proposition, we have

PROPOSITION (4.2.2). If/: (J™i Af -► Sn+2 ia a link of type i: {1,..., m}
-» {1,2,... ,r}, then By(/) has a free summand of rank(r — 1).

PROPOSITION (4.2.3). Given a collection of A-modules satisfying the condi-

tions of Theorem (3.22) and the extra conditions By ~ Am_1ffi Torsion and Bn

pseudo null free.

Then there is a boundary link (in fact a totally splittable link) / with

(i) Bi(/)~ Bi for l<i< [n/2] and i = n.

(ii) N(Bi(/)) ~ A(Bj) and FN(Bi(/)) ~ FA(Bj) for [n/2] <i<n-l.

For the proof we can realize the sequence (T(Bi), B2,..., Bn) by a knot fc, using

the results of [L.l]. Now just consider the link /.= k u/nm~ ' which will have

the desired properties.

PROPOSITION (4.2.4). /: Ujli-K? -* Sn+2 is a link oftypei: {1,2,...,m}
-» {1, 2,..., r} if and only if there is a surjective homomorphism <j)y: -Ky (X(/)) —*

|ai,a2,... ,ar| such the meridional element corresponding to the component Kj is

sent to ai(j) for j = 1,2,..., m.

For the proof, just adapt the proof of [G] for the case of boundary links.

(4.3) Links of two components. For two component links, the universal abelian

covering X(/) is a covering of X(/) with group of transformation Z.   There is

an exact sequence of A2-modules (A2 = Z [x, y, x~l, y~l~\), ■ ■ ■ —* Hi(X(/))    —>

Hi(X(/))^Hi(X(/))^---.
As an application of this consider the example given by Hillman in [H] of a two

component link with Hy(X) ~ A2 ~ H2(X) which is not a boundary link. Using

the above sequence, we get for this link B7i(A) ~ A ~ H2(X) which shows that

having a free summand on Bi (A) is not a characteristic of boundary links.
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